At any time, your vehicle’s windshield could be damaged by propelled rocks, metal or other road hazard debris.

With Lincoln Protect WindshieldCARE Extended Service Plan, repairing those minor chips and cracks is convenient and easy.

Features and Benefits
Lincoln Protect WindshieldCARE covers the cost to repair minor chips and cracks in the front windshield.

► No deductible
► Up to 7 years of coverage
► No limit on occurrences or claim benefits
► Available on new and used vehicles (at time of sale only)
► At your convenience, repairs can be done at your home, office or selling Dealer
► May protect your vehicle’s value when it’s time to sell or trade

What is not covered by WindshieldCARE?
See your agreement for exclusions and limitations. Here are some examples:
► Damage to areas other than the front windshield
► Stress cracks or cracks over six (6) inches
► Damage caused by hail, vandalism, or neglect

Lincoln Protect™

All transactions related to the optional Lincoln Protect WindshieldCARE product are governed solely by the provisions of the agreement. This brochure provides general information about the Lincoln Protect WindshieldCARE product and should not be solely relied upon when purchasing coverage. Please refer to the Lincoln Protect WindshieldCARE Agreement for details of terms, conditions, and specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions. Coverage may vary by state. Not all vehicle models may be eligible for coverage. Please see your dealer for more information.

Safe-Guard Products International, LLC, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328 is the administrator/obligor of the Ford Protect EtchCARE product, except in Florida, New York and Washington where Safe-Guard Warranty, the administrator/obligor is Safe-Guard Warranty Corporation, Florida License Number 60126.
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